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Abstract: This paper aims to study the implementation of moral teaching in this age of 

the digital economy as a character education model at the elementary school level as an 

effort toward sustainable development. The research used a case study method, in a total 

of 10 elementary school teachers in SD Sukarno Hatta Kotabumi were interviewed, 

participated in the focused group discussion, and observed. The research findings are the 

teachers' practice of moral teaching in the digital economy era using straightforward 

activities and emphasized more in the thematic entrepreneurship lesson. The essential 

characters to be practiced by the students in the context of sustainable development 

consist of mindfulness, curiosity, courage, resilience, ethics, and leadership. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of digital technology today makes millennial generations since the young 

age of elementary education already able to transact digital goods and services, so they need to 

be morally well educated in order to form a character full of integrity in doing digital 

economic practice and prepare them to be the best human resources ready to create sustainable 

development in the digital economic era.  

The implementation of character education in elementary schools has not met expectations 

[1]. The main problem is that many elementary schools in Indonesia have not yet made the 

values of character in the nearest elementary school environment a core value in character 

education. Besides, core values or targets have not been included in the vision, mission, and 

goals of education in elementary schools. Much researches have previously been conducted on 

character building [2] [3], on character impact on school climate [4], and strategies of building 

character [5]. These studies have discussed the strategy and program of character building and 

its influence on the school's climate. The character learning model has also been developed by 

Amran, Jasin, Satriawan, & Perkasa. This model has the syntax of the post, discussing, 

analyzing, communicating, and effectively [6]. 

Nevertheless, the researcher's knowledge, there has been no research focused on describing 

how character education in the digital economic era is for elementary school children. Thus, 

this paper seeks to fill the void. The methods offered in this research seek to understand the 

topic in-depth, which is a sophisticated phenomenon for researchers and professionals 

(teachers). This article aims to provide a conceptual framework derived from the Empiric 
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findings in the field of moral learning for elementary school children in the digital economic 

era.  

The structure of the research discussion includes a discussion on the extent to which the 

study of moral teaching for elementary school students has been conducted to date, the 

contribution of this research is to discuss findings on moral teaching in the era of digital 

economy derived from the data in the field, subsequently closed with the conceptual 

framework of character education model formulated from data findings in the field.  

2. Literature Review 

2.1   Digital Economy 

The digital economy is seen as one of the economic activities involving technology that 

can be carried out on the World Wide Web (WWW) and the internet. Richard Barbrook [7] 

defines that the digital economy is characterized by the emergence of new technologies related 

to computer networks and new types of workers with digital competence. Furthermore, 

according to Barbrook Digital Exnomi is a mixed economy of several elements, namely public 

elements, elements that are moving by the market, and economic elements of the prize. 

According to Bazzoun [8] noting that the challenges in the industrial revolution era 4.0 were 

the implementation of technology-based, hyper-connected, supercomputing, and smart product 

livelihoods. This positively will affect the human economic system. Digital economic 

development results in more extensive employment opportunities[9].  

  

2.2   Character Education  

Character education is the attitude of students to describe the teaching of children and 

adults in a way that will help them develop as diverse as moral, civic, ethical, behaving, not 

bluffing, healthy, critical, prosperous, traditional, obedient, or acceptable social [10]. In this 

term, current and past concepts include social and emotional learning, moral reasoning and 

cognitive development, life skills education, health education, violence prevention, critical 

thinking, ethical reasoning, and conflict resolution and mediation. Lickona [11] said that that 

character could be seen in three elements: moral knowledge, moral feelings, and moral 

actions. Based on these three elements, a person is considered to have good character if they 

know about good things (knowing morals), have an interest in good things (moral feelings), 

and do right actions (moral actions). 

 

2.3   Sustainable Development  

The term sustainable development has many different meanings. Some prioritize 

sustainable economic growth, and some prioritize sustainable human development [12]. Fiend 

and Tilbury [13] stated that the first group emphasized technological and economic tools 

rather than individual, group, and industry activities to the path to sustainable development. In 

contrast, the second group focuses more on socials justice and ecological boundaries. 

Dasgupta [14] defines sustainable development as an economic program of the average 

current generation, and future welfare will not diminish if combined.   

Education is also part of sustainable development. Summers, Childs, and Corney [15] 

stating that sustainable development education (ESD) is an effort to develop the knowledge, 

values, and skills of one to participate in making decisions in various ways both individually 



 

 

 

 

and collectively in the global and local contexts, which will improve the quality of life now 

and without damaging the life order of Imasa ahead. This is in line with the thought of 

Burmeister et al. [16], which emphasizes that the primary focus of ESD is to prepare the 

younger generation to become responsible citizens in the future. Furthermore, Tilbury [17] 

also identifies critical processes of ESD learning, which encourages students to think critically 

reflective, clarify values, visualize a more positive future, think systematically, be able to 

conduct applied learning and be able to incorporate tradition and innovation  

 

2.4   Moral values 

Moral Values are Values related to good and bad deeds that guide human life in general 

[18]. Moral value is one aspect that must be understood and implemented in people's lives 

[19]. However, in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0, the implementation suffered a 

setback because of the influence of technological developments[20]. This has become 

welcome in the field of education to maintain moral values and form human resources that can 

adapt to the conditions of the times. Research Bialik, Bogan, Fadel, & Horvathova [21] 

identify six character qualities:  

 
Fig.1. moral values 

 

Based on the table above, there are indicators in measuring moral and character students. 

This can be used as a solution by the teacher in teaching moral values to students. 

3. Method 

This research uses the case study method. This research is focused on the conditions of 

moral learning related to the digital economy in Sukarno Hatta Elementary School Kotabumi 

Lampung Utara. The purposive sampling method is used to determine the subject of research: 

ten teachers (five grade six teachers and five fifth grade teachers) who provide moral 

instruction in entrepreneurial subjects in elementary school. Data collection is done by 



 

 

 

 

compiling a semi-guided interview guide and reviewing related literature. The data was 

suggested from interviews with teachers from the odd semester of the 2019-2020 school year, 

where subjects with an entrepreneurial theme took place. After the data was accumulated until 

June 2019, researchers then analyzed the data through several stages. First, outline and select 

the required data in the study. Secondly, data is presented in a narrative form to illustrate the 

moral teaching process, and then researchers analyze the data. Third, researchers conclude 

from the analysis that will be the result of the research done.  

4. Result And Discussion 

4.1   Moral Teaching in the age of the digital era 

To find out moral teaching for elementary students in the context of the digital economy, it 

can be seen in entrepreneurial lesson. The majority of teachers teach by giving examples and 

direct practice about entrepreneurship digitally. One teacher explains the good teaching 

practice that teachers have done in entrepreneurial learning instruction, "First, as educators, 

we must set an example. Then, students must understand why morals must still be built in all 

aspects. After that, we determine what moral values must be in entrepreneurship. In 

entrepreneurship, it is necessary to have ethics so that the marketing strategy can continue 

and the goals are achieved. Students need to know that entrepreneurship is not only related to 

transactions, but there is a value of hospitality that is formed. “. Some teachers also added 

that sampling could be performed by displaying images, videos, and real stories or stories. 

These teachers state the reasons for providing examples and direct practice in teaching that 

students can immediately feel, understand and conduct entrepreneurial learning, and apply the 

moral values that have been given. 

If seen, moral learning does not have a specialized curriculum in primary schools. Moral 

learning is usually integrated into every subject at school. According to Suparno, Paul, Moerti, 

Titisari, and Kartono[22] that this learning model is called an integrated model, where teachers 

can choose several character values to be included in the subject matter. In this case, the 

teacher plays an essential role in teaching moral in school. According to Washington, Clark & 

Dixon[23], The teacher is responsible for educating character values to students.   

 

4.2   Important moral values toward sustainable development 

The majority of teachers have the view that good morals are related to sustainable 

development. They assume that sustainable development will be realized if humans in it have 

good morals. One of the teachers argued, “Sustainable development is a product of an 

advanced nation in which there are human resources who have a mindset and good morals." 

Furthermore, related to moral values that need to be given to make students as the leading 

players in sustainable development in the future, all teachers state that the value of honesty is a 

moral value that must be given to students. Furthermore, others add other moral values, such 

as responsibility, discipline, and high-competitiveness. Based on research by Bialik, Bogdan, 

Fadel & Horvathova [21], there are six essential character qualities in 21st-century education, 

namely mindfulness, curiosity, courage, toughness, ethics, and leadership.  

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

4.3   A Model of Character Education for Sustainable Development 

Moral teaching is needed to be able to shape the character of students. Lickons[11] 

revealed that character could be seen from moral knowledge, moral feelings, and moral 

actions. Based on the results of an analysis of moral teaching practices by teachers in 

entrepreneurial learning, a character education model for sustainable development in 

elementary schools was found. The following steps are for character education in the digital 

economy: 

a. Explain various experiences in everyday life in interacting digital economy.  

b. Identifying the moral values of the experience. 

c. Explain the effects of moral values on the future of children, the future of the environment, 

and the future of civilization. 

d. Provide exercises that can provide opportunities for students to express their ideas and 

behavior. 

Based on research by Farrington et al.[24] stated that student capacities other than 

knowledge and skills were essential indicators of achievement and proved to be more useful in 

the world of work. This shows that the character possessed by someone is more useful in 

future work. 

5. Conclusions  
 

The character education Model in this paper provides a perspective to develop moral 

learning in the context of the digital economy for sustainable development. The character 

education Model presented is by explaining moral values and giving students a direct 

experience regarding digital economic practice. Explaining the character education model in 

digital economic practice like this is certainly not enough for teachers to educate morals to 

realize sustainable development. Teachers still need the education to improve their 

competence in teaching morals. In addition, facilitation in primary schools has also had to 

support improving entrepreneurial literacy in the context of the digital economy. This can be 

supported by implementing an elementary school curriculum on complete and comprehensive 

character education because of human resource needs when the era of the 4.0 industry's 

revolution should be intelligent and capable of developing a digitized economy. Further 

studies are expected to discuss the effectiveness of this character education implementation 

model.  
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